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About This Game

Could you survive a zombie apocalypse?

"Zombie Exodus" is a thrilling 750,000-word interactive survival-horror novel by Jim Dattilo, where your choices control the
story. It's entirely text-based--without animation or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

It starts with a daring escape from your zombie-infested city, and it ends at Zombie Exodus, when a horde of zombies swarms
outlying settlements like locusts.

Will you be a soldier, athlete, carpenter, minister, or scientist? Play as male or female, gay or straight, and even find romance in
the post-apocalypse.

Are you ready for Zombie Exodus?
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Alright, I have played a lot of Choice of Games games like this one and most of them are flawed including this one, let's begin
(SPOILER FREE)

Story: 5/10
Very average despite the game being long, it's typical survival story which could have been way better, and what's with the
ghost? makes zero sense.........

Setting: 3/10
Generic and forgettable, when compared to Versus The Lost Ones the author really made this game boring.....from Oil Rigs to
Cathedrals? very disappointing

Characters: 4/10
The characters and Romance interests were pretty bad, there were a lot of forgettable characters without meaningful or
emotional character writing or development for each of them, it has 10+ characters but nothing is developed from them unlike
let's say Fatehaven with 3 characters who you love.

The romance was also bad, Devlin is a massive jerk, Tom is an alcoholic and is a massive jerk, while Heather and Mindy was
nice there wasn't enough romance or writing with them

Writing: 5/10
Despite having decent skills as a writer the author made something not creative and forgettable while making it extremely
long..........750,000 words for this? seriously?

Endings: 3/10
There are 9 endings most of which are pretty bad and generic, simple endings based on certain luck and some weird ones such
as the "Inception Ending" or the "Religious Ending"

Verdict: 3/10
A pretty bad game, the only reason it got a 3 was because Heather and Mindy were decent characters, Emma was also a likeable
character and the ghost thing despite being flawed was interesting. If you have time to kill, money to burn play this game while
reading a walkthrough but it's not a "must have", Versus Series, Hero Series, Fatehaven and Choice of Robots are better options
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I spent 5-6 hours on this game, now I really regret it............ I love games set during the zombie apocalypse, especially when you
have to actually survive like this game makes you. Good choices and characters and nothing too unrealistic. If you don't read
you will get MERKED so you have to read, I will be the first to say I do not read. Ever. But that don't mean you should not play
this. You should.. Thanks for the good game bud keep em comin, their great. This game has a demo online too, but it's really
worth buying. I spent all of these hours going through the story. One day, when I'm bored again, I'll replay this game and see
what else I can do. If you love reading and have a good imagination, get this novel.. Zombie Exodus was simple to learn and
easy to play. The writing style is enjoyable and the fate of your character and your team is in your hands. This game has a lot of
replay value. I didn't like the ending I got and will definitely be playing again.. I came in this, thinking "Oh, another Choose your
Own Adventure game, I have a couple Hours to kill." These words, have never rung so falsley, I have played my fair share of
CYOA, and almost all of them, span for only around three hours at most, normally with a second playthrough. But this
behemoth, this magnificent behemoth of a game, clocked in at over seventeen hours.

To be honest, I bought this purely because I bought Safe Haven first, and now playing this game, it was well worth the money,
all the characters where likable, even Heather and Devlin the two who were made to be unlikable still came across as charming
characters with their flaws and it only made the losses of any character that more painful. Even token side characters who you
knew were destined to be in the story for at most two chapters still were loveable and if anything because of their shortness the
loss of them in the story resounded so much more, with such little development compared to characters like Emma or Heather,
it made me feel even more, wanting to know more about them, how they survived, did they want that damn Truck. Each
character really feels like just that, a character to love and cherish.

And this is all pulled together through amazing writing, few times did I notice a rehashed line, the only exception with choosing
a loudout, though that is to be forgiven since you are experimenting with loudouts quite often, how many times can they
describe a fifty foot coil of rope? Not too many times I imagine. But all thsi writing would be wasted on without a good
overarching narrative. And did it have one? Yeah.

It is generic, by lord is it generic, but the writing style makes up for it and genericisim is never a bad thing. If done right it can
become a great literary tool, something this honestly is. But overall, Ten out of Ten would play again.. The game is $6 on
pulisher's website so if the price on Steam is higher, buy on website. Let me know if the info is outdated.
https://www.choiceofgames.com/user-contributed/zombie-exodus/
If you want to play on their website too (with any device) email Jason (owner of CoG) a copy of your receipt from Steam
purchase, he will comp your webstore account with the purchase. Even refund if you bought it on website first then
Steam/GooglePlay/AppStore/Amazon.
https://forum.choiceofgames.com/t/upcoming-releases-2015/5882/70

For actual review:
ZE is the second Choice of Games game I played. The first is the excellent Choice of Robots. So you can imagine I would
compare ZE with CoR.

Unlike CoR has branching stories, ZE is a linear story. In ZE, choices you make impact on how you do things. More like
traditional CYOA book, you either success or die (and load save) and proceed to the same next storyline. e.g. In one senario, if
you are captured, it is game over instead of branching. <- It is a shame the writer didn't add the captued senario, I don't mind if
still leads to the same next part.

States do not seem matter much. Compare to CoR where states are very important that it unlocks new branches, again ZE is
either-you-die-or-make-it so just die and load and proceed.

Minor issues:
Transitions between scenes sometimes are not smooth.
Burrowed few ideas from Walking Dead so some senario can be a bit predictable but which zombie story wouldn't. :P

PS
The review was initially negative out of the pricing & my personal preference of game/story design, now I have learnt that it is
possible to play on their website too even I bought on Steam and played more with better understanding of the game, I switched
from No to Yes.
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There is a lot of text so be up for some heavy duty reading. And basically choice does matter, because it reflects heavily on what
you did, done, said, or had stated and has big influences in later chapters. You have to really read everything carefully and
decide what is best not just for you but your sister and your group as well. It sorta plays out (reads out more so) like episdoes of
the Walking Dead, at least in my opinion.

But I'd say overall its a pretty good story, its not perfect but its pretty fun and takes you on this whirlwind adventure of an
Zombie Apocolypse. So basically if you like to read, make life-altering choices, and killing Zombies then this is something you
should pick up. Again its just reading material so if you're looking for more "in your face action" you have to look else where.

Pros: Achivments, Multiple endings, can reload a save point in case you messed up and died. Also has some pictures and
romance options.
Cons: Wish there were more direction in the game. You basically are just winging it most of the time.. Forget telltale, this is the
best story-focused walking dead/zombie game there is. It's a simple text game, but that simplicity allows the various narrative
choices/paths to be far more impactful and far-reaching (10 possible endings). Great experience, highly recommend to all..
Amazing novel, worth the time (and money I guess). Just get some ambient\/zombie music and you're set.. This was my 2nd
choose your own adventure game. The story is long so has a lot of replayability with so many options.. Epic in a lot of way and
deep in its construction. Some flaws here and there, the conception is a little rigid. Character customization, stats and branching
choices sometimes don't matter much or in the contrary too much. At the end, I had the feeling that there is only a few right way
to play it through despite some choices really matters and despite the narration really changing (it's actually impressive, for
whom have some experience in this kind of game) depending on your character and his/her choices. Still, it kept me
passionately reading and restarting a few times, experiencing multiple relationship. Good cast of characters. Each chapter has its
own characteristics, calm and tense scenes. Very balanced, I appreciated the work done and the thinking made in the
development.. This is one of the best zombie & choose your own adventure games that I have played. The choices feel impactful
and the mix of inventory management adds a lot to the atmosphere of the story. It is very easy to read and get through and with a
good imagination it is well worth your time.
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